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This Paper is divided into three sections:
Section A: 15 marks
Section B: 25 marks
Section C: 20 marks

Section A: Reading

1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:

As civilization proceeds in the direction of technology, it passes the point of supplying all the
basic essentials of life i.e. food, shelter, clothes and warmth. Then we are faced with a choice
between using technology to provide and fulfill needs which have hitherto been regarded as
unnecessary or , on the other hand using technology to reduce the number of hours of work
which a man must do in order to earn a given standard of living. In other words , we either
raise our standard of living above that which is necessary for comfort and happiness or we
leave it at this level and work shorter hours. I shall take it evidently that mankind has chosen
the latter alternative. Men will be working shorter and shorter hours in their paid employment.
It follows that the homemaker will also expect to be able to have more leisure in her life ,
without lowering her standard of living. It also follows that human domestic servants will
have completely ceased to exist. Yet the great majority of the homemakers will wish to be
relieved completely from the routine operations of the home, such as scrubbing the floors or
the bath or the cooker, or washing the clothes, or washing –up, or dusting or sweeping or
making beds.

By far the most logical step to relieve the housewife of routine chores is to provide a robot
which can be trained to the requirements of a particular home and can be programmed to
carry out half a dozen or more standard operations (example scrubbing, sweeping, dusting,
washing up, laying tables, making beds), when so switched by the owner. It will be a
machine having no more emotions than a car, but having a memory for instructions and a
limited degree of instructed or built in adaptability according to the positions in which it finds
various types of objects. It will operate other than more specialized machines, for example,
the vacuum cleaner or washing machine. 5x1=5
marks

1.1 a) What is the first basic use of technology?

b) How will homemakers benefit from technology?

c) Why would domestic servants disappear?

d) How would a robot be helpful at home?



e) Mention an added feature/function in a robot.

1.2 Find a word from the passage which means the same as: 2 marks

a) put at one’s ease ( para1) (b) to conform (para 2)

1.3 Find a word from the passage which means the opposite of : 1 mark

(a) start, continue (para 1)

2. Read the poem carefully and answer the questions that follow: 7 marks

When trouble comes your soul to try,

You love the friend that just “stands by”

Perhaps there is nothing he can do-

The thing is strictly up to you.

For there are troubles all your own,

And path the soul must tread alone;

Times when love cannot smooth the road

Nor friendship lift the heavy load,

But just to know you have a friend

Who will “stand by” until the end,

Whose sympathy through all endures,

Whose warm handclasp is always yours –

It helps , some way to pull you through,

Whatever little he can do.

And so with fervent heart you cry,

“God bless the friend who just stands by’!”

2.1 Given below is a summary of the poem. Fill each blank with one word only: (1/2 x 8=4)

Whenever one is in trouble, a friend’s a) _________gives us a lot of moral support. He may
not be able to b)__________ much because one’s troubles are one’s c)__________. Yet to
know one has a friend who will d) _______, and that support gives a lot of comfort when we
know that he will e) ___________ our hand in times of need. It f) ________us get over the
trouble and g) _________us through hard times. So we must h) _______God for each
friend who stands by us.



2.1 a) Explain the phrase “cannot smooth the road” as used in the poem. 1 mark

b) Find a synonym for (i) to bear (ii) heartfelt or sincere (1x2=2)

Section B: Writing and Grammar

3. It has become customary nowadays for everyone right from a small child to an adult, or a
senior citizen, to use gadgets like cell phone, I-pod, laptop, etc. This has also affected social
relationships to a great extent.Using cues from the unit ‘Science’ and your own ideas, write a
letter to the editor of a national daily , expressing you views and concern on the increased
human dependence on technology, in about 120 words. You are Bhavya/ Bhavuk.

5 marks

4. Write a short story in about 200 words using the following cues : 10 marks

The old lady lived in a ramshackle house in the heart of the town. Several builders had
approached her for selling the property to them but she demanded an exorbitant price for that
ruin.....

or

Floods had brought the city to a standstill in that remote town-lives and property destroyed-
some students volunteered to help- local businessmen downed their shutters-a brave baker
carried on, till flood waters threatened to damage his factory....

5. In the passage given below, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing
word along with the word that comes before and after it in the columns against the correct
number. (1/2 x 8 = 4)

Before Word After

a)The popular musical rhythm known Forro originated ______ ______ ______

b)in the northeast Brazil and is now popular ______ ______ ______

c) all over country. Besides music, the country is ______ ______ ______

d) famous its beaches. One can walk down ______ ______ ______

e) narrow streets and enjoy the markets, ______ ______ ______

f) fairs the beautiful handicrafts. Visitors can ______ ______ ______

g) also take buggy rides the beaches and ______ ______ ______

h) watch dolphins off shore these beaches ______ ______ ______



6. Rearrange the following words to make meaningful sentences: 3 marks

a) minister/ Sanskrit/ oath/office/ of/ fluent/ the /in/ the/ took

b) the/Hindi/oath/ministers/other/ the/took/in/

c) preferred/few/to/a/English/speak/ of/in/them

7. Read the following conversation and complete the passage below it. 3 marks

Gargi : Amrita do you know that the school trip to Dhanaulti has been cancelled?

Amrita: No , I didn’t know that. Why has the trip been cancelled?

Gargi : It has been raining heavily since a week and a landslide may occur in that area.

Gargi asked Amrita (a)___________________________________.

Amrita replied that she did not know that and (b)_________________________________.

Gargi informed her (c) ___________________________________________________.

Section C: Literature and Long Reading Text

8. Read the following extract and answer the questions that follow : 3 marks

“ When wasteful war shall statues overturn,

And broils root out the work of masonry ,

Nor Mars his sword nor war’s quick fire shall burn

The living record of your memory.”

a) What work of masonry is the poet referring to?

b) Why is war called wasteful?

c) What does the poet mean by ‘ the living record of your memory’?

OR

“Are we pinching it before aunt Elizabeth comes?”

a)Who is the speaker and what does ‘it’ refer to here?

b) How does the speaker conclude that they were pinching it?



c) What reason does Mrs. Slater give for her action?

9. Answer the following questions in 30-50 words: (2x3=6 marks)

a) What favour did Jacopo ask from the narrator which vexed Nicola? Why did they go there?

b) How did the villagers help Mrs. Packletide in killing the tiger?

c) Why is the post office referred to as Ali’s place of pilgrimage? What trait of Ali is
reflected here?

10. Answer the following in 70-80 words: 3 marks

Justify the title of the play ‘The Dear Departed’ and bring out the irony in the title.

OR

What made Ali conclude that the whole universe is built up through love and the grief of
separation is inescapable? Explain.

11. Answer the following in 150-200 words: 8 marks

Helen’s teacher made learning an enjoyable experience for her. Elucidate her character
highlighting her role in Helen’s life.

OR

Helen was deeply hurt with Mr. Anagnos’ behaviour after the publication of her story ‘The
Frost King’. Elaborate on the incident and the impact it left on Helen.


